Smart GPS Tracker with 2-way communication (make and receive calls) incl. fall detector
Perfect for runners, elderly, traveler and kids

Multi-purpose mini GPS tracker that works worldwide, 2.5 x 1.8 x 0,6 inch and weighs as little as 1.4 oz.
Behind the little shell, we find the technology of the highest quality for people, pets and valuables
tracking.
The distinctive feature of this device, in addition to the design and size are its battery life and
performance. In Standby Mode, the battery can last up to 29 days. The normal working mode device
will last 5 days.
It’s based on the world's leading GPS technology and has a built-in GPS chip from Swiss U-Blox that is
both lean and powerful little chip.

Overview features
Fall down alert
 Including fall sensor, which automatically triggers the emergency call in case of a fall and transmits the
current GPS position. You can set the sensitivity of the sensor as desired, you will find more detailed
information in the operating instructions.

Call feature
 In the event of an alarm, a 2-way connection is established automatically (callers and call partners can
talk freely)
 The device can also receive calls.
SOS / Panic Button
 Automatically sets up a call by pressing the SOS button and sends the current GPS position as text
message.
 3 Destination numbers can be stored, which are called consecutively if a called person does not answer
Live tracking
 Track via AMG Smart tracking system.
App
 The programming / modification of the default settings is made
simply through the app. The app is free of charge and available for IOS
and Android.
Geo-Fence
 The unit alarms by sending you a text message if it is outside a
defined area
Monitoring
 GPS Tracker will automatically answer your calls and enables voice
monitoring e.g. elderly person or a child.
 The current GPS position can be queried at any time.
Battery life
 Up to 5 days, for charging simply place in the charging station.
Fall down alert
 Device supports fall down function; meaning if a person falls down an alert will be sent out
Track by time interval
 Set the time interval of at least 10 seconds and you will receive information about the position
repeatedly
Built-in G-sensor
 The unit will be set to report its position once it is in motion.
Low battery alarm
 When the battery is low, you'll receive a text message telling you the battery level and that it needs to
be charged.
Speeding alarm
 Set the speed limit to get the information if it is exceeded

